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I- VOCABULARY (12 Marks) 	
. 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4 x1V =6 ) 

1- The ambulance took the injured girl 	 to the hospital 

a-quickly 	 b- altogether 	c- aside 

2- ................................people never improve themselves or get any rewards. 

a- Stormy 	 b- Steep 	 c-Lazy 	d-.,Delicip 

3- Scientists................................that the sea level may rise by 6 degree4htu 

a- pack 
	

b- chop 	 c- trap 
* 

4-They want to study...............................because they want to know 

a-bargain 
	

b-citizen 	 c-astronomy 

B) Fill in the spaces with suitable words from the list (4 xl'/z 6) 

probably - useful - coins - vote - stay up 

5-Reading is a very useful hobby. It helps students get a lot of information. 

6- We will probably travel this weekend. The tickets are cheap and the weather is fine. 

7- Students should not stay up late in the evening. They need to go early to bed. 

8- My brother is interested in collecting old coins and stamps from different countries. 
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II- GRAMMAR (10 Marks) 	 -. 
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (3 x 2 = 6)  

9- There was a village .......................top of the mountain 	 - 	- 

a- from 
	

b- to 	 c- of 
	

d- on 

10-The players .......................train hard because the match is next week. 

a-have to 	 b-doesn't have to 	c-has to 	d-h 	
Iry 

11 Is there.......................cheese left in the fudge? 

a - the 	 b-a 	 c- any 	d- 

B) Do as shown between brackets : (2 x 2 = 4 ) 

12- I had a swimming competition last week. 	 (Ask a question) 

When did you have a swimming competition?! What did you have last week? 

13- Ahmad's father was ill yesterday. He went to the doctor. 	 (Join with: so) 

Ahmad's father was ill yesterday so he went to the doctor. 

III- LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS (8 Marks) 

Write what you would say in the following situations: ( 4 x 2 = 8) 

14. Your father says that the internet isn't important in our life. 
Disagreement 

15. One of your friends asks you about your last summer holiday. 
Talking about holidays 

16. Your friend throws rubbish on the floor. 
Advice ! Making rules ! Prohibition 

17. Your teacher asks you about life in the future. 
Predicting the future 

Any reasonable answer is accepted 
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IV- SET BOOK (6 Marks) 

Answer only (THREE) of the following questions: (3 x 2 = 6 ) 

18- How can you help your parents at home? 

I must clean the house and tidy up my room 

19— What can people do with old materials? 

They can reuse or recycle them. 

1' 20-How can students keep safe in the science lab?  

They should wear a lab coat and goggles. They shouldn't play games or tricks. 

21- Life will be different in the future. Explain. 

Computers will drive cars and robots will be everywhere 

Any reasonable answer is accepted 
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V- WRITING (10 Marks) 

Write a short report of two paragraphs (8 sentences) about ( Sources of energy) 

The following guide words may help you: 

* paragraph one: two kinds - renewable - non-renewable - useful 

	

* paragraph two: important - lights - water taps - reuse 	- 

Write your topic here (10) 

..• 
/ 

..........................................................................; \.$ A 4Z \.......  
IVV 

........................................................................... 
	

. • •;•••••• 	
• 
	...... 

..... 
............................................................................... 

.................................................................................. 

Exposition of ideas, Spelling and grammar Handwriting, spacing 
paragraphing and number of and punctuation 
sentences 

7 2 1 
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VI-READING COMPREHENSION (14 Marks) 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

Food is very important for our bodies, so we should take care of what 

are some healthy habits that we should follow when we choose our foo 

should be fresh and clean. Second, if we buy canned food, we should 

expiry date. Third, our food should contain different kinds of vitamins tha 

Fruits and vegetables are also very important for our bodies because they are 

Our bodies reflect the way we eat. This means if you eat healthy food, your body will 

be healthy and strong. On the other hand, when you eat unhealthy food, your body will face 

many problems. People who care for their food usually have better health anc/f \ \  

the  doctors. Homemade food is much better than fast food and outdoor mea1 14omi:nadc"\ 

meals are cleaner and healthier. We should care for our bodies by choosing tI  
---- 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d (4 x2 =8) 
...- 	..,. 

22- The best title for this passage is ......................................... 
a) The importance of food 	 b) Unhealthy food 
c) Strong body 	 d) Bad habits 

23- The underlined word "contain" in line 4 means ........................................... 
a) obtain 	 b) have 
c) buy 	 d) lose 

24- The underlined word "they" in line 5 refers to ........................................... 
a) healthy habits 	 b) our bodies 
c) fruit and vegetables 	 d) vitamins 

25- Homemade food is better than fast food because it is ......................................... 
a) more expensive 	 b) unhealthier 
c) less important 	 d) healthier and cleaner 
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B) Answer the following questions: (2 x3= 6) 

26- Why should we care for what we eat? 

Because food is very important to our body. 

27- What will happen if we eat unhealthy food? 
/ 

Our body will face many problems  
1/ 

End of Exam 
Good Luck! 
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